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FADE IN:

EXT. CAMINO NUEVO CHARTER ACADEMY - NOON

BYRON, an amateur skateboarder with a dedicated YouTube

following is putting together his latest skateboarding video

with his friend CRISTIAN. Byron is skating down the middle

of the street and Cristian is following him with the camera

at ground level. Byron Jumps a small roadblock.

CRISTIAN

alright! cut. Sweet man. YouTube

will love that one.

BYRON

Dude, I’ve done that a million

times. I need something new. I

need to go big, man. Do something

no one has ever done. But What?

CRISTIAN

You already nailed almost every

trick in the book, what else can

you do?

Byron, clearly frustrated walks over and sits down on the

steps in front of CNCA. Cristian sits down next to him and

starts playing his footage back for himself. Byron ignores

it and starts to examine the stair ledge, trying to come up

with something.

CRISTIAN

Come on man, I know you can think

of something new. Just skate

around for a while. Clear your

head.

BYRON

(depressed but in agreement)

Alright, lets see what I can come

up with. Hopefully something worth

filming.

He skates back and forth, doing Laser Flips over hedges and

Feeble grinds on flat bard. Then he stops.

BYRON

(Smiling at Cristian)

DUDE! I got it.

Cristian readies his camera as Byron starts to skate toward

the CNCA steps.



2.

BYRON

Alright, This is gonna be epic! how

about this --

Byron is interrupted as his skateboard rides over a tiny

pebble and his wheels grind to a halt. He flies off the

skateboard rolls down the street.

CRISTIAN

Ah hahahahah!, I thought you were

gonna do a trick! YouTube will

love that. What do you call that

one?

BYRON

Argh. Shut up man. help me up I

think I broke something.

CAMERA ZOOMS OUT AND WE SEE THAT THE VIDEO WE WERE WATCHING

IS ON YOUTUBE. TITLED "THE BIG SLIP." IT HAS OVER A

MILLION VIEWS.

CUT TO BLACK.


